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Barfield and Global Crossing Airlines Sign Full PBH Repair and
Pool Support Agreement for Airbus A320/A321 Fleet
AFI KLM E&M US Subsidiary, Barfield, partners with Global Crossing Airlines in an
agreement for the full repair and pool support for its A320/A321 fleet.
Paris, Amstelveen, Miami, May 25, 2021 – Barfield Inc., a subsidiary of Air France KLM
Engineering & Maintenance (AFI KLM E&M) in the Americas, entered in an agreement to
become a PBH repair and pool support center for Global Crossing A320/A321 fleet.
“We are excited to support Global Crossing as they build their operations. This is proof that
our flexibility to adjust a program to meet their operations requirements was extremely
important. We look forward to this opportunity to work with such a dynamic operation,” said
Hervé Page, Chief Executive Officer of Barfield.
“We are honored to work with Barfield, part of AFI KLM E&M. They provided us a complete
solution for our needs and provided the total flexibility that we need as a small airline with big
growth plans,” declared Ed Wegel, Chairman and CEO of GlobalX. “As a multimillion-dollar
agreement, this is a key strategic vendor relationship we have developed with Barfield,” Wegel
added.
About GlobalX
GlobalX provides modern, professionally crewed Airbus A320 family of aircraft to augment its
customers’ existing fleet. Whether you are looking for short-term lift capability to enhance your current
fleet, or a longer-term ACMI solution with one or multiple aircraft, GlobalX can meet the range of needs
from smaller regional operators to global flag carriers.
www.globalairlinesgroup.com
About Barfield Inc.
Barfield consists of 400 employees across its facilities in Miami, Phoenix, Louisville and Atlanta. With
its leading facilities, Barfield can satisfy the needs of customers operating commercial or regional fleets
in North, Central and South America. From MRO Services to Distribution and Ground Support Test
Equipment (GSTE), Barfield provides complete tailor-made support programs for A320 family, Boeing
737, Bombardier, Dash 8, ATR 42 & 72, KC135 and C-17 military aircraft and Embraer 170 & 190
aircraft to operators in need of inventory and logistics solutions, repair management programs,
engineering and fleet support, and component reliability management. Barfield is part of the AFI KLM
E&M network, major MRO provider.
www.barfieldinc.com
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About AFI KLM E&M
Air France Industries KLM Engineering & Maintenance is a major multi-product MRO (Maintenance,
Repair, Overhaul) provider. With a workforce of over 14,000, AFI KLM E&M offers comprehensive
technical support for airlines, ranging from engineering and line maintenance to engine overhaul, aero
structure and fan thrust reverser support, as well as the management, repair and supply of aircraft
components, structured around a powerful logistics network. AFI KLM E&M supports almost 2,800
aircraft operated by 200 major international and domestic airlines.
www.afiklmem.com
Follow us on Twitter: @afiklmem
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